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Gem mineral show in tucson az

October 27, 2020In 1955, the Tucson Gem and Mineral Society (TGMS) put the first Tucson Gem and Mineral Show into service® in an elementary school cafeteria. From these humble beginnings was born what is now collectively called Tucson Gem, Mineral &amp; Fossil Showcase, which occupies over 50 locations in the city from mid-
January to mid-February. [In case you were in the whole circle surrounding the commercial shows, our Show, the Main Show, takes place in the Tucson Convention Center.] The Tucson Showcase is by far the world's largest gathering of gems, minerals, fossils, meteorites and earth science collectors, retailers, and related museum
scientists. The Arizona Department of Tourism estimates that each year it brings about $130 million dollars to the Tucson economy making it our biggest tourism-related event. TGMS prides itself on parents in the economic/commercial juggernaut that the Showcase has become, but we remain a local, volunteer-based, non-profit group
focused on Earth Science education open to all newcomers. [Please www.tgms.org more information.] Our Show is TGMS' annual gift to Tucson... it's the only show to and from the Tucsonans and we are extremely grateful for the support we have always received from our community. We were hoping and planning for the best in these
difficult days of COVID-19, but find that events have conspired to force us into the painful decision to take 2021 off and focus on getting things back to the next level in 2022! As members of the Tucson community, we feel we need to explain the reasoning behind this decision, while underlining our full support for the rest of the Tucson
Showcase 2021 in whatever form it takes. More importantly, TGMS does not want to be responsible for a single covid-19 death or a serious illness. Our Show is run by volunteers and many of us are in high-risk demographics... as well as many of our participants and participants. By consulting closely with the Pima County Health
Department, mayoral and city manager offices, and the good people who run the TCC, it is clear that applying covid-19 protocols mandated to reduce risk would mean drastically limiting the frequency and reduction of many of our programs. Secondly, our show is very different from the rest of the showcase. We are the public show with a
unique combination of exhibitions, visits to school children, educational programs, scientific networking and family awareness. Every year we create a world-class museum that magically disappears forever after only four days. Our equally charming gift shop includes a group of superb retailers of retail gems, minerals, fossils, meteorites,
books and jewelry, complete the exhibitions. This unique combination sets the TGMS Show apart from all other shows in town. Thirdly, we expect our show to dazzle everyone with displays of exquisite minerals, gems, jewelry, and fossils brought by the world's mineral and gem community. Covid-19 restrictive travel policies mean many of
our main national policies and most of our international museum exhibitors friends either won't or can't travel here. This effectively eliminates both our exhibitions and our educational programs. Covid-19 risks clearly make it impossible for TGMS to wear anything more than a shadow of our accustomed vibrant event. So, we decided that it
makes more sense to store our resources and apply them to a 2022 Tucson Gem and Mineral Show Blockbuster®. We promise to do everything we can to bring you an unparalleled group of eye-popping fluorescent mineral exhibits, colorful minerals and gems from around the world, and some special surprises to shake everyone from
their post-Covid hibernation!!! See you in 2022! Les Presmyk: TGMS President Media Investigation: 520-322-5773 or tgms@tgms.org Peter Megaw: TGMS Show Co-Chair Richard Gottfried: TGMS Show Co-Chair Patricia McClain: Executive Manager Powered by Squarespace By Jamie KillinPublished on 14/12/2020 at 17:24See Shines,
you'il find it in Tucson. | Grace Han/Thrillist If it shines, you'll find it in Tucson. | Grace Han/ThrillistFor a large city of 550,000 people, Tucson, Arizona, feels remarkably relaxed. Its hustle and bustle from college and art cities tapers into a tranquil desert filled with Saguaro cacti playing cartoons. But once a year, that slower lifestyle is
destroyed when Tucson takes his place in the joyfully chaotic center of the gem world. The Tucson Gem and Mineral Show is essentially the south-southwest of the mining world. For a February weekend, Tucson's population swells by 65,000 as casual crystal enthusiasts unknowingly rub elbows with fossil smugglers and the occasional
wannabe Danny Ocean in search of six-figure gems. It is a place where everything that glitters is not necessarily gold, but if it is a mineral with value, it is likely to find it, in an exhibition booth, in a bulk basket or in a highly protected safe. It's really, for lack of a better term, our Super Bowl. Apparently every Tucson resident has a Gem
Show story. They'll tell you about when they got a personal call from Christian Louboutin asking for directions to a hotel, or how they found a 1.4-carat emerald in a $20 bag of stones. An Uber driver could spin a (very unfounded) yarn the moment he guided Saudi royals to a clandestine sale at an anonymous hotel. Everybody has a story.
Since its humble beginnings in 1955 as a free exhibition in an elementary school, the Gem Show has become a cultural touchstone. For the past 66 years, he has moved to the Tucson Fairgrounds, then to his current home at the Tucson Convention Center. The impact on the city is huge, raking in $120 million in 2018. It brings together
jewelers, gemologists, researchers, crystal enthusiasts, and even local children on field trips. For the of the gem industry, is a unique study that makes all other gem and mineral shows irrelevant. I don't go to other shows because I don't need them, says Scottsdale jeweler French Thompson, who has been dating for 35 years. If you have
Las Vegas right next door don't go to Atlantic City just to see what's different. The 205,000-square-foot convention center serves as the sun with a galaxy of satellites popping up around its orbit. Outside, pop-up tents shill their stuff. Meanwhile, high-roller vendors are inclined to book private suites and full hotel plans for big-dollar deals
complete with armed guards, credit checks, and professional accreditations. When the show happens in its full sense it is impossible to get a hotel room in Tucson in those days. It's really our Super Bowl, for lack of a better term, says Dan Gibson, senior director of operations at Visit Tucson. | Visit TucsonTucson's photo courtesy of the
laid-back Western vibe, combined with the gem industry's quirky glamour brand, creates a charged vibe that feels like anything can happen. The Gem Show seems to attract all levels of malpraming and crime, ranging from petty theft to impersonation attempts to get into the event's most coveted private shows. For many veterans of the
show, these pulpy stories are just business as usual. Theft is particularly common, although according to the Tucson Police Department this is not a significant increase in local crime, but only multiple-dollar thefts by thieves who often don't even know the value of what they're stealing. In 2006, more than $1 million in cash, personal checks
and more were stolen from a hotel when two gem sellers were confronted by armed robbers (they were later arrested in California). In 2008, $120,000 in jewelry was stolen from a rental truck near the upscale JW Marriott Starr Pass Resort. Four years later, in 2012, nearly $1 million worth of stones were stolen from a trailer outside a
Motel 6, with nearly 2,000 stones hidden in undescripted duffel bags and suitcases. The show also involved, at least once, the smuggling of dinosaur-fossils. In 2016, one of these offenders was ordered to pay a $25,000 fine following a scheme to unload a 100 million-year-old psittacosaurus fossil (also known as parrot lizard) from
Mongolia, as well as duck-beaked dinosaur eggs. Before the fossil trader's arrest, participants in the gem show had the opportunity to take one of these coveted eggs for just $450. It was the first time Homeland Security had made a fossil-related arrest on the show. The Gem Show attracts more than 65,000 both casual and high-dollar
collectors. | The photo courtesy of Visit TucsonCrystals was firmly embedded in Tucson gem culture for decades before their rise in popularity among millennials and Goop loyalists. But with this On the rise, it has become common place for some participants in the gem show to base their purchases less on aesthetics and more on
~energy.~ Private jeweler Dan Moran remembers a woman who comes to her booth where she sold diamonds. To choose his perfect stone, he poured water on the diamonds, then held them one at a time see if they burned her hand or were too cold for her soul. In the end it worked, I think, moran says. He bought a one-carat diamond
and paid in cash. Lucky Air Plant creator and owner Marci McDonald has been an integral part of the growing popularity of crystals in Arizona. She began selling her works of art in crystal and air plants, which she calls living gifts, in 2016, inspired by her crystal-healing aunt. Today, sift through the gem show, even looking for underwater
hotel rooms turned into pop-up shops, for the perfect pieces. These include ever-popular amethyst and citrine, trendy pink quartz and rare stones such as its black basalt and cocopyrite from Brazil. All the while, it forms connections with suppliers all over the world. The entire city of Tucson is a Mecca for crystals, Says McDonald. I actually
prefer to go to off-site places because I like to meet people from other cultures. We have a whole world of crystals in our backyard. The Alfie Norville Gem &amp; Mineral Museum is a year-round testament to Tucson's obsession with gems. | The University of Arizona Gem and Mineral MuseumTucson's gem obsession lasts year-round,
extending far beyond the Gem Show. In fact, it is previous to generations: the surrounding mountains were home to over 100 mines where treasure seekers and prospectors in the 1800s extracted copper, gold, silver, and lead. Today, the University of Arizona operates the $13.5 million Alfie Norville Gem &amp; Mineral Museum. The city
is a dream for rockhounds looking to shop windows, no matter when they visit; in fact, skipping the Gem Show guarantees not only a fair hotel rate, but the relaxed experience for which this cozy city is known. There are more than 20 rock shops to hit throughout Tucson. That's where to start. Arizona Lapidary and Gem Rough: Known as
Tucson's year-round gem show, the Arizona Lapidary and Gem Rough has it all in a sprawling, bright purple space, from dinosaur bone cabochons to fortune-inducing jade crystals and healing, glittering amethyst. Tucson Mineral and Gem World: This rustic gem and mineral shop welcomes its true Tucson-style guests with a T-Rex figure
on the outside and taxidermy animals inside. It is home to more than 100,000 items and has been selling a variety of crystals, meteorites, minerals and other gift items for 30 years. DAH Rock Shop: This top-rated rock shop right outside downtown Tucson in Catalina Hills has been a staple in the gem scene for decades. In addition to your
usual selection of gems and minerals, DAH Rock Shop also offers ample outdoor space that features rough-cut rocks perfect for outdoor decoration. The 9th home: This modern metaphysical gift shop is perfect for crystal and lovers of all things, selling all things new age from incense to zodiac-shaped gifts and holy pole. Sign up here for
our daily Thrillist email and sign up here for our YouTube channel to get your best solution in food/drinks/fun. Jamie Killin is a native of Phoenix and arizona state of Arizona specialized in lifestyle and presents writing. You can usually find it in the spin studio, a concert or try new restaurants throughout the Valley. Follow her to
@jamiefayekillin. @jamiefayekillin.
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